
Harry Hooper's  Last Letter Home  (it was never posted; he was mortally wounded the following
day)

6-6-17

Dear Mother and Father,

    
    Just a line to let you know I received letter and parcel safely yesterday. I was not expecting the

parcel but still the contents will come in very useful but please don't send any more Keatings 

Powder etc  [this was a proprietary insect poison for fleas, bed bugs, cockroaches et al]  until I ask 

you to. I am glad to know that you are all keeping pretty well. Yes I have got the Guardian alright 

each week. I am surprised that Buckler has left Tremeer. I suppose Dr May will be coming back 

soon as I saw in the paper that he had retired from the Navy. So Martyn has had to go, well its not 

worse for him than for us, how about Dan Tucker does he still rank [?] with the C O s or has he 

altered. It is hard luck on his brother at Blisland and it is also very sad about Mr Dennis. So 

Lanterrick is to be let, I always understood that Kempthorne was well in with Squire. The farmers 

seem to be very unsettled.......[ unreadable section]..................

    I don't think Father ought to spare William [Harry's younger brother] just now but make him turn in 
and do a bit until we [“we” refers to himself and his brother James]

come back again, there will be plenty of chances for him to go off then if he still wishes to. 

    You never tell me how Janie [Harry's little sister. Later, with her husband Harold Burden, she ran one of 
the village shops.  She was the mother of Jennifer Skinner nee Burden] is getting on or whether she has 
those glasses or not and I would like 

 to know, in fact any thing about home is always interesting to me. 

    I will close now, please remember me to Mable*, with best love to each and all from your loving 

son  Harry xxxxxxx

* the phrase “please remember me to Mable” is explained in Harry's diary as his location code for 
the Somme; this is where he was positioned in June 1917. “best love to all” would have 
represented Ypres and “I am keeping well” would have indicated that he was “on a quiet front”; he 
altered his code  for “quiet front” to “kindest regards to all friends at Plymouth”


